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In this paper, we describe the findings of the initial
phase of the eLLIS project funded by the HEA
SUbject Network Development fund that aims to
study the current practices and support for e-
learning available in the Library and Information
Science departments in UK. Theproject is on-going,
and in this paper we provide a snapshot of the
current practices, highlighting the most the
interesting ones, Ofe-Iearning supports provided by
the LIS departments and the libraries of the
corresponding universities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term e-Iearning has a variety of meanings, and
is often used interchangeably in literature with
learning technology, educational technology or
machine-assisted learning. Simply' speaking, e-
learning is learning facilitated and supported through
the use of information and communication
technologies, that can take one of the three forms:
• supported learning,
• blended learning -- combination of
traditional and e-Iearningpractices, or
• learning that is entirely online.
e-Iearning can take place in one of the two modes:
1. Synchronous e-Iearning: It is a computer-
assisted e-Iearning environment where the
instructor and participants are involved in
the course, Class or lesson at the same time
(synchronized). Web conferencing is an
example of synchronous e-Iearning where
participants can log on and interact with the
instructor andlor other 'participants at
multiple facilltles or locations.
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2. Asynchronous e-Iearning: Computer-
assisted training where the instructor and
participants are involved in the course, class
or lesson at different times (not'sychronized,
or asynchronous). Examples include web-
based training (WBT), electronic bulletin
boards, blogs, and email Iistservs.
Asynchronous methods allow participants to
access training materials anytime, even
when other students andlor the instructor(s)
are not present.
Today Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) are
used in institutions to support e-Iearning. The term
VLE is used to refer to the various kinds of online
interactions that take place between learners and
tutors. According to the JISC (Joint Information
Systems Committee) MLE (Managed Learning
Environment) Steering Group VLE refers to the
components in which learners and tutors participate
in online interactions of various kinds, including
online learning [1]. VLEs provide appropriate
architectures and tools for an e-Iearning
environment where teachers can easily produce,
offer, assess and manage their course, and
students can access materials and learn online at
their convenience. Amongst others, Blackboard and
WebCTs are the two dominating VLEs used in the
universities in UK [2].
JISC recommends the term MLE that includes the
whole range of information systems and processes
of an institution, inclUding its VLE, that contribute
directly or indirectly to learning, and managementof
that learning [1]. The prospect of e-Iearning support
has increased significantly with the development of
digital and hybrid libraries, and a number of
research projects have taken place in the past that
aimed to facilitate access to electronic information
resources by individual users in support of their
learning [3]. Higher Education Funding Councils,
and JISC have been instrUmental in developing
programmes to support e-Iearning, such as the
Teaching and Learning Technologies Programme
(TLTP) and the Fund for Development of Teaching
and Learning (FDTL) [4]. However, we still know
very lillie about the various aspects of e-Iearning
and consequently this has emerged as a new action '
line in the UK's national information initiatives




